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I. Introduction
»
»

Multiphonics production: sung (brass) or split tone (woodwinds)
Some works with multiphonics
Bujanovsky Sonata for Solo Horn
Weber Concertino
Zhou Long Tipsy Howl
Lydia Busler-Blais Moon Lillies

II. Physical and Technical Considerations
»
»

»

Chest and Head Voice: become familiar with your own range
Resistance: The voice and the horn
• The back pressure of playing mixed with the lack of pressure with singing
make this extended technique challenging
• Multiphonics are best set up where the horn is playing a pedal note and the
performer sings triadic intervals above. This allows each to compensate for
the other without compromising too much of the quality of the sound.
Temperament Comparison1: Just Intonation vs. Equal Temperament
App: Tonal Energy-can go back and forth the two temperaments (plus many more)

Peter Middleton, Comparison of Interval Size in Equal Temperament and Just Tuning, NFA Online,
accessed February 15, 2018, http://www.nfaonline.org/Annual-Convention/ConventionChronicles/Handouts/2016/PeterMiddleton.pdf.
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III. Developing Multiphonics: Structure, Practicality, and Creativity
You can try this approach directly on the horn, however, try the following if coordination is
challenging:
»
»

»
»
»
»

Free buzz low and sing sirens (singers call these lip trills)
Find a comfortable, low note on the horn and sing sirens above
If this is too much of a jump, try the following before moving on
• Free buzz closer to a horn embouchure and sing sirens
• Mouthpiece buzz and siren
Once the horn sound and singing can be produced, stabilize the horn pitch by singing a
M3/10 or P5/12 above the drone
Sing and play parallel intervals chromatically
Sing lines over the pedal focusing on a beautiful sound and correct intonation
Hear before you play

IV. Implementing the basics of multiphonic development

«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»«»
Implement a similar approach with skips then with contrary motion…
…from there, improvise and be creative!

